
 
 
 
 
SUPPLIES & TOOLS: 
 
#83815072 Silver 20 Gauge Copper Wire (1 pk) 
#34709035 Lime Green Acrylic Beads (2 pk) 
#65152059 Red 6mm Glass Round Beads (1 pk) 
#36756437 Red & Clear Crystazzi Crystal Beads (1 pk) 
#34719040 Silver 6mm Open/Closed Jump Rings (1 pk) 
#34734264 Fun Pack Thin Hemp Cord (1 pk) 
 
Tools needed: 
Needle Nose Pliers 
Round Nose Pliers 
Wire Cutters 
Scissors 

Techniques to Know: 
Jump Rings 
Form a Loop 
Basic Knot 
Basic Wire Wrap 
 
DIRECTIONS: 
 

1. Cut a 12" length of wire.  Shape the wire into a circle approximately 3" in 
diameter.  (It is helpful to find something round in shape, approximately 3" 
in diameter, to shape your wire around.) 

2. Slide on the following beads, red, green, red, green, etc. until you have a 
total of 11 red beads and 10 green beads. Wrap each end of wire around 
the other end of wire to secure the shape of your circle. 

3. Slide the following beads onto an eye pin: green acrylic bead, red glass 
round, and a green acrylic bead.  Form a loop to make a bead link. 

4. Cut a 5" length of wire.  Spiral each end of wire, in opposite directions, to 
make an ornament hanger.  (It is helpful to find something like a glue stick 
to form the wire around.) Connect the ornament hanger to a loop on one 
side of the bead link from the previous step.  Set aside. 
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5. Slide the following Crystazzi beads onto a head pin: clear seed bead, red 
triangle bead, clear seed bead, clear drum bead, clear seed bead, red 
triangle bead.  Repeat this step one more time and form a loop to make 
a beaded drop. 

6. Slide one green acrylic bead onto an eye pin and form a loop to make a 
bead link.  Connect the loop on one end of the bead link to the loop on 
the beaded drop. 

7. Open a 6mm open jump ring.  Slide the other loop of the bead link from 
steps 3 & 4, and the other loop of the bead link from step 6 onto the jump 
ring.  Close the jump ring around the wreath where you wrapped the wire 
ends around each other in step 2, so the Crystazzi bead drop and 
attached green bead link hang down inside the middle of the wreath 
and the bead link and spiral hanger are above the wreath. 

 
Bonus: Garland Instructions: 

1. Slide the following beads onto a head pin: green, red, and green.  Form a 
loop.  Repeat this step to make thirteen bead links. 

2. Cut fourteen 6" lengths of hemp cord.  
3.  Knot a cord end through the loop on one side of a bead link.  Knot 

another cord end around the loop on the other end of the bead link.  
Knot the other end of that cord around a loop on another bead link. 

4. Keep knotting cord ends onto the loops on the bead links until you have 
connected all the bead links with cord and there is a cord on each end 
of the garland.  Leave a little tail after each knot to look like "branches" 
connecting your garland. 

 
 
Skill Level: Beginner 
 
Approximate Crafting Time: 1+ hours 
 


